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6. Mr. Scott had no scientific role within the lab.

7. Mr, Scott had no responsibility for or expertise with respect to the T/E or IRMS analysis.

8. The B confirmation analysis is usually the only time during doping control procedures

where the laboratory staffthat conducted the analysis and the athlete's experts are in close

physical contact.

9. I recall several discussions with Mr. Soott about the various tricks and techniques used by

outside experts for athletes to befiiddle and foil the B sample analysis. Mr. Scott is very familiar

with these tricks and techniques.

1 0. The UCLA laboratory has had problems with interference by athlete representatives in

the past, parttcularly.in high profile oases. By way of example, on one occasion, a mistake was

made durmg B sample analysis as a result of an adilete'a expert's distracting conduct that

resulted in the B sample having to be re-run.

1 1

.

The role of an athlete representative is to observe the analysis and laboratory procedures,

not to direct them or influence them. B sample analysis is not an opportunity for the athlete to

conduct discovery or impromptu witness examinations. Laboratory personnel should not be

requested qt expected to perform additional tests', including control, linearity, and stability tests,

during the course of the observed analyses.

12. As director for an anti-doping laboratory, I would not consider it proper to provide

Standard Operating Procedures to athlete representatives during the B sample analysis so that

they could follow along,

13. Based on my years as director pfan anti-doping lab, it would be improper to allow an

athlete representative to talk to lab employees during the course of analysis. Such conversation

could distract the employee from his or her work and provide a basis for an athlete to claim

errors or inattention on the part of the lab, even ifsuch results werj? caused by the athlete

repre.sentative.
i;

1 4. It would be improper to allow an athlete's expert to question the Laboratory D Irector

under the guise of"observing" the analysis,

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct, and that this declaration was executed in Los Angeles, California

on April 30, 2007.

Don H. Catlin, M.D.


